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Guardian Telecom has been a leader in the design, manufacture, global 
distribution and supply of ruggedized telephone endpoints, paging 
equipment & systems, custom cable, and acoustic booths for use in 
non-hazardous and hazardous area heavy industrial markets.

Teletics is a specialized telecommunications equipment manufacturer of 
voice and data telecommunications over wireless with fully Monitored 
Wireless VoIP and WIFI Infrastructure for Explosive and Corrosive Indus-
trial Environments. They provide extremely reliable operation in some of 
the harshest environments.

Fluke Networks is the worldwide leader in certification, troubleshooting, and 
installation tools for professionals who install and maintain critical 
network cabling infrastructure from installing advanced data centers to 
restoring telephone service after a disaster. 

JMA Wireless designs and builds next generation in-building and outdoor 
mobile wireless systems, delivering the industry’s most powerful technolo-
gies that enable LTE, 5G, and CBRS services on mobile operator networks 
worldwide. 

Biamp’s lineup features next-generation Cambridge Sound Masking tech-
nologies, which help reduce office noise distractions, ensure speech priva-
cy, and boost staff productivity, as well as Vocia, the most reliable, flexible 
and scalable Voice Communication System available today.

Belden designs and manufactures high-speed electronic cables and 
connectivity, end to end solutions including copper, fiber, and connectivity 
for data networking markets, cables for video, sound & security as well as 
industrial automation.

Mohawk Cable designs, develops, and produces wire and cable  products 
including copper, LAN, composite, fiber optic, broadcast, and hybrid wires 
and cables. It serves government, healthcare, finance, broadcasting, data 
centers, real estate, business, and education markets. 

NetSource, Inc is a custom copper & fiber optic cable assembly house that 
focuses on quick turn-around times. NetSource strives to provide a mixture 
of both standard and custom products to compliment a constantly evolving 
workplace environment. 

Circa Telecom offers indoor/outdoor building entrance terminals, central 
office connectors, various surge protection modules, outdoor cabinets, 
high density protection & category 5 devices, and 5 pin module testers.
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